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The purpose of this organization is to develop, promote the proper breeding, humane treatment, and care of
birds of all kinds and varieties. To reproduce, exchange, publish and distribute information on aviculture which
will tend to increase the knowledge of its members. To cooperate with other organizations and governmental
agencies toward the establishment of practices for improved breeding, handling and treatment of all birds.

2015
CCCBC
Meetings & Event
Dates




October 31***
November 15
December 13 ****

***CCCBC Bird
Show & Mart
****Christmas
Party

I took this picture Wednesday
Sept 9th at 6:58pm on my way
home about 7 miles below us.
They closed the highway
shortly after I went through.

2015 Club Officers
President: Sharon Byrne

Officers Message

1st VP: Terry Ryan
2nd VP: Janna & Joel Place

Hello all,
Due to the Butte Fire and my evacuation, the
newsletter is a bit late this month.
We evacuated with the horses and pet birds
on Friday 9-11 to our friends in San Andreas.
I had to leave all my outdoor birds and didn’t
think we’d be gone that long. Please, if you
evacuate and leave animals, give them a lot
of extra water and food. By Sunday I was
panicking about the birds I left and took seed
and water to the County Animal control however they were on a hard lock out and not
able to get back in. Fortunately, I was able to
contact some friends still inside and they
were able to go over and give them water
and the little bit of millet I had left outside for
all my other seed was in the house. We were
not able to get back to the house until
Wednesday 9-16 to find our generator out. I
lost 3 older Bourkes outside and a few indoor
canaries. I am very thankful the rest of my
approximately 80 birds are fine along with our
house!
Hope this finds you well,

Secretary: Barbara Milgrom
Treasurer: Jane Perez
Newsletter: Terry Ryan
Webmaster: Jim Carter
Show Manager: TBA
Mart Manager: Terese Davis

CCCBC
Bird Show
And
Bird Mart
Oct. 31st
Turlock
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Fats, Oils and Your Bird
This article was written for the June 2015 edition of Wings in the Desert, the newsletter of the Avicultural Society of Tucson. It was reprinted in
the June 2015 edition of Flappers, the monthly newsletter of the Flapping Feathers Parrot Club.

Fat is an essential part of our birds' diet, but it's very high in calories so we have to be careful about the
amount that our birds eat. Veterinarians report that obesity and atherosclerosis are common health issues in
pet birds, and eating excessive amounts of fat contributes to these problems. So it's good to pay some attention to the quality and quantity of our birds' fat intake.
For a number of years now, a variety of sources have encouraged us to feed oil to our birds, especially red
palm oil and more recently coconut oil. But is this really a good idea? I think that in most cases, the answer
is no.
All oils are a processed food that has less nutritional value than the original food that the oil came from. Oil
is 100% fat; it's expected that some of the vitamins and minerals will be squeezed out of the original plant
along with the oil, but most of the nutrients get left behind. Eating the whole seed or nut will provide fewer
fat calories and more vitamins, minerals and other nutrients than eating the oil from that seed or nut. It seems
to me that it's a lot more desirable to feed the seed or nut instead of the oil.
There are different types of fat and they aren't all created equal, so it's important to understand the differences between them. There are four basic types of fatty acids: the Omega 3 fats which are polyunsaturated,
the Omega 6 fats which are also polyunsaturated, the Omega 9 fats which are monounsaturated, and the saturated fats which don't have an Omega number. There are several different subtypes in each of these
groups. Fats can come from plant sources (which do not contain cholesterol) or from animal sources (which
do contain cholesterol).
The Omega 3 and Omega 6 fats are essential nutrients, because the body requires them for normal functioning and can't manufacture them. The Omega 9 and the saturated fats are not essential nutrients, because the
body can manufacture all that it needs. Eating saturated fat is generally considered to be unhealthy for humans because of the role it plays in heart disease, while the Omega types are all considered to be healthy in
sensible amounts. But currently the scientific community is starting to question the assumption that saturated fat is always bad and the others are always good, and it's likely that reality will turn out to be more complicated than that.
Omega 6 fats are plentiful in seeds, nuts and grains, and most people and their pets have no trouble getting
more than they need of these fats. Omega 3 fats are much more difficult to obtain in the modern diet, so this
is the fat that needs some attention. It appears that having enough Omega 3 in the diet helps prevent fatty liver disease (which is a common problem in pet birds) and a variety of other health problems. Since the Omega 9 and saturated fat are nonessential, there's no reason to be concerned about them apart from keeping the
consumption rate down to a healthy level.
Natural foods usually contain all four different types of fat, but the percentage of each type varies from one
food to another and there's usually one particular type of fat that predominates. The majority of plant foods
contain mostly polyunsaturated fats, but there are some exceptions: for example avocado and olive contain
mostly monounsaturated fat, while palm oil and coconut oil contain mostly saturated fat. Animal sources
(meat, eggs, dairy) contain mostly saturated fat.
The type of fat that birds eat in the wild will depend on their diet. A species that eats a lot of insects will
have a significant amount of saturated fat and cholesterol in its natural diet. But species that eat mostly plant
foods (including parrots) will get most of their fat calories from the Omega 3 and 6 fats, since these are the
main fats in most plants. If we are going to use fat supplementation in our birds' diet, it makes sense to do it
using a type of fat that they need and are adapted to, rather than an unnecessary fat that they would not normally eat. Coconut oil is 90% saturated fat and palm oil is about 50% saturated fat, so they're pretty far removed from our birds' natural eating habits and I don't consider them to be desirable oils to feed to birds. Coconut oil is currently being promoted as a "miracle food" for humans, but it appears that the claims are vastly
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overblown. Monounsaturated fats are unnecessary and Omega 6 is already well supplied in the diet.
That leaves the Omega 3 fats, which are generally hard to obtain in the diet. Many vegetables have a nice
percentage of Omega 3 fat, but it's hard to get enough Omega 3 from this source since the total amount of fat
in vegetables is usually pretty low. There are a few seeds that are high in Omega 3 fats, including flax, chia
and perilla. Flax is the only one of them that is commonly fed to pet birds, and all of these are small seeds
that might not interest a larger bird. But if your bird won't eat the seeds, it's possible to buy the oil, and it
might make sense to feed a little Omega 3-rich oil to your bird. Kiwi fruit seed is also very high in Omega 3,
so if your bird likes to eat kiwi fruit, there's a nice little bonus in the seeds. Some fruit seeds are toxic, so it's
important to know your seed - for example peach pits contain cyanide. But kiwi seed is safe and beneficial.
Hemp seed is also a useful source of Omega 3, and it's frequently fed to pet birds. Fancy seed mixes often
contain it, and some vendors at our bird marts have it. The percentage of Omega 3 fats isn't as high as the
other seeds, but the amount is significant and it will make a better contribution to the diet than a seed that has
a low percentage of Omega 3.
Fish oil and several other types of oil from aquatic sources are high in Omega 3. The Omega 3 fats in fish
oil aren't the kind that's found in plant sources however. Fish oil contains two types called EPA and DHA,
while the type found in plants is called ALA. Fish oil is best for humans because they can utilize EPA and
DHA better than ALA, but birds don't have this problem and do fine with ALA. Fish oil isn't currently recommended for pet birds due to a lack of information on how well they can use it; there have been more studies on birds and ALA so this is understood a lot better.
Nutritionally complete pellets have been professionally formulated to provide balanced amounts of all the
nutrients that birds are known to need, including the Omega 3 and 6 fats. Feeding pellets as a significant
percentage of the diet is an effective way to meet your bird's needs. Pellets aren't truly nutritionally complete
of course, since it's not possible for one single food to meet the needs of every individual bird in every parrot
species. But for now it's the closest to perfection that we can come, and learning about your bird's feeding
habits in the wild will help you make wise decisions about what other kinds of food to provide.
The major 'conventional' pellet brands are all formulated for nutritional completeness, including Zupreem,
Roudybush, Mazuri, Tropican, and Kaytee. Lafeber's Nutriberries are nutritionally equivalent to pellets; it's
the same ingredients but they haven't been ground up as finely, and the 'glue' that holds them together contains vitamins and minerals. Harrisons is the only organic pellet that is nutritionally complete. There are
other organic pellet brands, but they were not formulated by professional nutritionists and do not attempt to
be nutritionally complete. Their fatty acid content is unknown, but an even bigger problem with these incomplete pellets is that they do not contain vitamin D, which is essential for calcium absorption and is very
difficult to obtain through the diet. Wild birds manufacture their own vitamin D using a chemical reaction
that occurs in the body when they are exposed to direct sunlight, and birds living in an outdoor aviary will
get their vitamin D this way too. The situation is a lot more complicated for indoor birds, and nutritionally
complete pellets are the safest and most reliable way to provide them with vitamin D.
There are some parrot species (macaws, Amazons, African greys) that eat palm fruit in the wild, and moderate amounts of red palm oil might be appropriate for them since it is part of their natural diet and they are
adapted to it. Macaws in particular are thought to need more fat in their diet than other species. Amazons on
the other hand are more prone to obesity and atherosclerosis than many other species so caution should be
used in feeding fats to them. Red palm oil has a high level of palmitic acid, which is associated with heart
disease in humans. Keep in mind that wild birds have a much higher activity level than captive birds, and
the level of fat consumption that's appropriate for wild birds is not appropriate for pets.
It's important to keep in mind that too much of any kind of fat is likely to have a negative effect on your
bird's health, even if it's the desirable Omega 3 fats. When you're increasing the amount of Omega 3 fat in
your bird's diet, it would be desirable to reduce the amount of other fats at the same time so that the total
amount of fat calories in your bird's diet stays about the same. Use good sense and moderation to strike a
healthy balance with fat consumption and all other foods too. It's best to aim for a variety of healthy foods in
your bird's diet to help cover all the nutritional bases, with some special attention to the harder-to-provide
nutrients.
Copyright 2014 Carolyn Tielfan all rights reserved
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Divi-

EXOTIC ANIMALS
AND BIRD SHOW
September 26th
Mother Lode Fairgrounds
Call (209) 532-3496
Email parrots@sonnet.com

sions include: Finch , Ca-

Presents
The CCCBC 62nd Annual Bird Show
and Bird Mart
Saturday, October 31, 2015
nary-Colorbred, Type I & Type II, Cockatiel, Junior (18
& under)
Please see our website: www.mycccbc.org

Stanislaus County Fairgrounds
Turlock, Ca

For info contact:
Bird Show Manager Jane Perez (209) 245-3582
Bird Mart Manager Terese Davis (209) 869-5066

Amador Bird Club Semi-Annual Raffle
** New Date! Friday Oct. 9, 2015 7:30pm
The Club has purchased a pair of Fire Finches and
a pair of Green Singers. There will also be a Lovebird,
Bourke, Gouldians, Zebras and more!
Due to the Butte fire Raffle was postponed!

Foothill Bird Fanciers Annual Auction Saturday October 10, 2015
Mt Vernon Grange
3185 Bell Rd
Auburn, CA 95603

Auction Begins at 5:00 pm!
Bid on birds, cages, seed, variety of bird foods/treats, toys, books, and
other miscellaneous items
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 September 26, Sonora, CA Gold Country Aviculture Society Exotic Animals & Bird
Show!
 September 25-27-San Marcos, CA - Budgie Fanciers of San Diego County's Show,
Lake San Marcus Resort & Country Club, 1025 La Bonita Dr. (858)-487-7976
 October 03-Redwood City, CA - Redwood Budgerigar Society's Show Redwood City
Parks & Recreation Center, Red Morton Center; 1400 Roosevelt Ave. (209)-522-4617
 October 9, Plymouth, CA Amador Bird Club Semi-Annual Raffle 7:30pm Amador
County Fairgrounds Office
 October 31st, Turlock, CA CCCBC 62nd Annual Bird Show & Bird Mart Stanislaus
County Fairgrounds

Minutes from CCCBC Meeting September 20, 2015
President Sharon called the meeting to order at 1:20 pm.
Jane gave the treasurer's report.
No old business.
Jane gave a report on the October Bird Show. Jane reports that she could use help in logistics. Joel volunteered to use a box truck to
pick up Bird Show equipment from Terry's Stockton storage place prior to the Friday, Oct. 30 set up time at Turlock Fair Grounds.
-It was decided there would be no early check-in, prior to day of Show.
-It was decided that a security person should be in place at exit door after judging, until close of Show, and all judged birds have
been removed from building by their owners. Paulette was volunteered for the position.
-It was noted that exhibitors need to retain their yellow copy of Show entry after check-in.
-Jane noted she could use one more secretary for the Show. She will follow through with this.
-Awards ceremony will be after the Show.
-It was suggested and approved that Show personal be allowed to shop the venders before the opening of the Bird Show, as they will
be unable to during the actual Show times.
-Jane mentioned there had been questions regarding CCCBC's organization of divisions regarding Canaries. She researched and
found CCCBC is in compliance.
-Joel suggested we consider the inclusion of a Kitchen Canary class in the Show. It was decided to revisit the idea in 2016.
-Jane reported that we will need to find a source for cage tags next year. We have enough for October, 2015.
Terese gave a report on venders for the Bird Show. Ads have been placed on Craigslist.
-It was suggested that it might be advantageous to have venders pay in advance, prior to day of Show. Terese will follow up
with venders to request payment.
-Discussion ensued regarding layout of Show. Joel presented to-scale layout of building at Turlock Fair Grounds. Placement of
venders, birds, was discussed and some concern was raised regarding noise levels. It was suggested a sound dampening "blanket
wall" might be an idea.
-Terese distributed signs to volunteers for placement in their communities.
Sharon questioned the need to hold a banquet following the Show. It was decided by vote to not have a banquet. Ted will host the
judges at dinner in a local restaurant.
Jane volunteered to write 'thank you' notes to the judges. Barbara will write additional notes as needed.
Joel reported progress on auctions to be held day of Show. Two types of auctions will be held: Silent Bid (with minimum bids notated) and :Ticket Jar Auction. He reported we have received some nice donations for prizes.
Terese reported she has organized a CCCBC (Club Day) at The Seed Factory. Every 3rd Thursday, CCCBC members will be able to
purchase seed at a discount. This is not an organized event. Members will need to arrange own transportation.
Jane has volunteered to attend Sonora Bird Expo to promote CCCBC. She is hopeful that she can get a fellow member/vender to
share the space.
-She noted also that ribbons will need to be inventoried after the Bird Show, to plan for 2016.
At 2:20 the meeting was adjourned. We all enjoyed the raffle and potluck.
Respectfully submitted,
Barbara Milgrom
Secretary
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If you’d like to see
more
pictures,
you can google:
dog hamster 8 birds

An unusual family of animals is winning hearts on Instagram. This has attracted over 77,000 followers so
far by regularly sharing snapshots from the life of one man’s pets: a eccentric but tight-knit group that
consists
of
one
golden
retriever,
one
hamster,
and
eight
birds.
31-year-old Luiz Higa Junior of São Paulo, Brazil, tells PetaPixel that his golden retriever, Bob, is a little
less than two years old. In the beginning, he just had Bob, a cockatiel and a parakeet.
“Since the beginning I put them together to see their behavior,” he tells us. “It was nice, so I decided to
have them play together sometimes during my free time.” He then added more birds and a hamster to
the group, and his Instagram account has been steadily growing in popularity since. Higa’s photos show
the group posing, playing, exploring, and resting together.

For over 40 years, the Society has owned and operated
these specialty resale stores, featuring items such as
clothing, accessories, jewelry, furniture, artwork, antiques, collectibles, and other household items. Shop,
donate, or volunteer at Discovery Shop located next to
Dress Barn on the corner of McHenry and Standiford
since 1994. With an ever-changing selection of wonderful merchandise and proceeds benefiting the American
Cancer Society, isn’t it time you discovered The DIS-

COVERY SHOP!

Canaries for Sale!
$30 and up!
Art Pacheco (209) 825-1979
Breeder & Exhibitor
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Colorbred Canaries
Van Pham
(209) 938-9549
Saigon Vietnamese Restaurant
1904 N. Pacific Ave. Stockton, CA

(209) 463-2274

ADS THAT HAVE NOT BEEN PAID
FOR THIS YEAR HAVE BEEN REMOVED. I’M SORRY IF THERE
ARE ANY ERRORS . Terry

Silver Song West

Darrell Brewer
“Breeder of
Champion canaries
Since 1976”

“Often imitated but never duplicated”

Lizard

Order line 1-800-287-4484
Phone (209) 388-9018
Fax (209) 388-0694

(510) 527-1788

Yorkshire

Email silversongwest@aol.com
E-mail: silversongwest@aol.com

Canaries for Sale All different
kinds!

Angel Rodriguez (209) 402-0024

CCCBC Newsletter
c/o Terry Ryan
17706 Hwy 26
Glencoe, CA 95232

